In 1997, I was informed by the University of Leiden about the possibility of applying for a full scholarship supporting a promotion project. The scholarship was issued by the Schuurman Schimmel-van Outen Stichting in Haarlem, the Netherlands, which demanded that the research would concern ‘an archaeological topic that would fall too much out of the core programme of the research group of the university’, so that it would have little chance of being carried out. As my Master’s research topic had been the textile tradition of archaeological and modern Andean cultures, both far off the Faculty’s beaten track, I had a good chance of procuring that scholarship. By that time I had been working in several office jobs and had reached that point of ‘now what’. So doubtful, having years of theoretic work at the university in mind, but joyful, at the prospect of spending many months in Peru, I applied for the grant. And that is how I still felt the moment I opened the letter with its congratulations, and even throughout the years of research. It was the burden of duty and the lightness of Peru that kept me going throughout the years. If any memory will stick to these past few years, it will be ‘solitude’. Solitude at the University, being the price of ‘an unusual topic falling out of the core programme’ and solitude for the countless days spent working alone behind my computer. But on the other hand there were these many hours spent in company of the textiles and the many adventurous rides and colourful encounters I had in Peru. Thus I have come to that day that the work is concluded and words of gratitude need to be expressed. First of all then I would like to thank Dr. Hendrik Frederik Schuurman Schimmel (†1882) and his wife Helena Gerardina van Outen (†1908). Their altruistic gesture of setting up the Schuurman Schimmel-van Outen Stichting in 1883, in order to ‘allow youngsters to study sciences and arts, who otherwise would not have been able to do so for their unfortunate financial circumstances’, would affect my life over a century later. I also would like to thank the board of SSvO Stichting for their confidence when electing me as the beneficiary. Special thanks go to Prof. dr. L.P.M. Timmermans for her interest and suggestions throughout the years of research.

In addition, I would like to thank the Faculty of Archaeology of the Leiden University for supporting my research for another full year and for financing the 2002 field campaign. I also would like to acknowledge the N.W.O. (Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research, previously WOTRO/Netherlands Foundation for the Advancement of Tropical Research; NWO WR-28-450 and NWO RZ-460) for financing the expenses made during the 1999 and 2000 campaigns, and the Reiman-de Bas Fonds (part of the Prins Bernard Cultuurfonds; A/131.00.0008/SM/HVH) for their financial support of the preparatory journey to Peru in 1999 and of the extra costs of the 2000 campaign. The firm Jansen-Wijsmuller & Beuns receives my special gratitude for their generous donation (2001) of 500 sheets of acid-free paper to store the fragile archaeological textiles at Centro Mallqui.

I am indebted to Dr. Sonia Guillén Oneeglio for the access to the textiles of the Centro Mallqui Bioanthropology Foundation Perú in Ilo and for allowing me to stay in the Centro’s accommodations on several occasions. In addition, I would like to thank Dr. Bruce Owen for arranging a ‘Southern Perú’ apartment in the port of Ilo in 1999 and 2000, and for the access he gave me to the Chen Chen 1995 textiles in the Museo Contisuyu in Moquegua. Likewise, I thank Lic. Bertha Vargas for the use of the Chen Chen 1987-1988 textiles stored in the same museum, and the museum’s whole staff for their warm welcome and assistance throughout my many visits. I am deeply grateful to my assistants from Centro Mallqui: Rosalía Choque (1999), Verónica Cruz (2000 and 2001), and Rosa Choque (2002), and the two students from the Leiden University: Henrike Prins and Sonya Swarte (2002), for their help in the archaeological textile analyses as well as for their friendship and patience with me.

I owe Niki Clark and Vicky Cassman many thanks for their textile studies that formed my guidelines as well as a recommendation for all future textile studies.
The anthropological project in Cuyo Cuyo would not have proceeded so smoothly without organizational help from Lic. Herberth Andradre and presidente Gregorio, and from Lic. Wálter Rodríguez leading me to this village. I would like to thank all the spinners and weavers of Cuyo Cuyo and Rotojoni for their assistance and for sharing their knowledge. Special thanks go to Zuleika Gordillo for her warm friendship in that cold mountain village so far away from both our homes.

Thanks are in order for the careful reading and suggestions made by my advisors Prof. dr. Leendert Louwe Kooijmans, Dr. Corinne Hofman, and Dr. Heiko Prümers, and for Dr. Gillian Vogelsang who also revised my pidgin English. No doubt some flaws will have re-entered at a later stage, and I take full responsibility for them. Then there is my gratitude to Medy Oberendorff and Erick van Driel for their many illustrations, and to my colleague-friends for walking in and sharing those diss-frustrations.

Last but not least I have to thank Robin Koch for the many, many hours he spent on creating the database used for my research. If it had not been for his help, this research surely would not have overcome my computer-frustrations.